**Upcoming Events**

- **Maize & Blue Daize**
  - One day left until Maize & Blue Daize! Join us to celebrate the Maize & Blue spirit with us! Starting tomorrow and running through April 5, celebrating one of the things that makes Carleton so special.
  - Connects programs you may have missed, you can view them on the official website.
  - Remember: if you're interested in seeing any of the most recent Carleton content, you can stream it here.

- **Carleton Connects: Andrew Kim '92 and Giant Puppet Street Acts**
  - For more than a decade, Andrew Kim has led the Texas-based non-profit, Thingumajig Theatre, that produces, performs, and educates with its virtual and interactive giant puppet street acts. A true creative force, Andrew would make Trump's candidacy for the Republican nomination for President virtually unstoppable.
  - Andrew had a conservative, moderate, and liberal voting record, with an additional movement of moderates that his polling numbers would reflect.
  - Before a vote had been cast in the 2016 presidential election, Andrew had been a fierce champion for the liberal arts. The biography is now available online through Northfield's local bookstore, Barnes and Noble.

- **Polar Explorer Will Steger on Leadership**
  - Convocation with Emily Ford—Alumni Spotlight
  - Yesterday, students were able to join Polar Explorer Will Steger on leadership, and the effects of climate change, for an informational conversation with Barnes & Noble.
  - With the latest technology and cross-country travel, Will Steger's academic accomplishments have led to the development of a new book on former Carleton president John William Nason '26, who served as president of Carleton from 1962 to 1970. A preeminent 20th-century liberal arts educator, author, and civic-minded entrepreneur, Nason was also a fierce champion of the liberal arts. The biography is now available online through Northfield's local bookstore, Barnes and Noble.

- **Career Center**
  - One-stop web portal in the Spring term can bring increased urgency to the planning process at Carleton. But, for Carleton students, the beginning of the Spring season (despite the presence of large snowflakes) may mean lining up home projects, a little extra time for work, and increased anxiety. For some of us, it may mean lining up home projects, a little extra time for work, and increased anxiety.

- **Alumni Spotlights**
  - Join Andrew for a conversation about sustainability, such as the newly formed National Parks Conservation Association. He also answers questions about how students can plan for their summer.

- **Jeff Mow '81, Therese Picard '93, and our National Parks Conservation Association**
  - One of the most important kind of impact you can have.

- **Thomas' and his wife Mary Hose '93**
  - Thomas is an aspiring winter adventurer and thru-hiker based in Duluth, Minnesota. She has completed 100 miles of a solo 180-mile ski route across the state of Minnesota. She is an Alaskan husky, Diggins.

- **Jeff Appelquist '80**
  - Jeff Appelquist, a member of the Carleton faculty, recently released his book, "The Song Poet: A Memoir." On March 9, that story had its debut at the Minnesota Opera. It's already making history as the first Hmong story to be adapted for the stage.

- **Jeff Mow '81, Therese Picard '93, and our National Parks Conservation Association**
  - One of the most important kind of impact you can have.

- **Compositions for the 2023 Concert Tour**
  - Concerts with various University of Oregon composers.

- **Knights sports highlights**
  - The women's tennis team is also starting the season well in their match against Oberlin to finish up their Spring Break trip, with wins in singles and doubles by Mary Hose '24 and doubles by Mary Hose '24. The men's tennis team is also starting the season well in their match against Oberlin to finish up their Spring Break trip, with wins in singles and doubles by Mary Hose '24 and doubles by Mary Hose '24.